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Dear Teachers,
As you likely know, an amazing team of teachers has been working on selecting curriculum for our
districtwide language arts materials adoption. We are excited about the programs that the teachers of the
pilot team have recommended. Their recommendation has now been submitted to the school board, who
will have an opportunity to approve the adoption as soon as June 1.
This adoption of new materials means that old materials will need to be recycled, including Journeys,
Maravillas (CdR and BV only) and Being a Writer. The trade books, big books, decodable texts included
in the outgoing programs do not need to be recycled, and instead may be kept for supplementary
classroom use. A full list of specific materials to keep or discard is linked here.
The warehouse has a special process for recycling curricular materials. Please do not put the old
materials in building recycling bins, give them to students to take home, or leave them on classroom
shelves.
Instructions for boxing materials:
Schools will receive boxes from the warehouse, approximately 6 boxes per teacher.
Most Journeys, Maravillas, and Being A Writer materials: Please pack in boxes for recycle/discard
and label the boxes. Label template here to print and tape on boxes.
Leveled readers: Please box them up separately, label template here.
Trade books and big books: Feel free to keep them for 4j classroom/school use. If your building
does not want them, please send them to Bailey Hill using this label.
We are so thankful for all of your hard work and we look forward to the exciting changes coming in our
language arts instruction for our students.
Take care,
Eric Anderson
Director of Curriculum
Eugene 4J
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